MARKETING
SERVICES
FROM AD:S
Boost your acquisition and retention marketing
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Save up to
40% in CPAs
MARKETING SERVICES FROM AD:S

Level up your marketing efficiency
with unique data, technology and AI

Make your ad budget
work harder and smarter

Sportsbooks have changed hugely
in recent years. Today, the ones that
attract and keep the most customers
make the most of rich data, tailored to
local markets and individual players.

Our full-service marketing platform offers
betting specific programmatic advertising
and AI-driven ways to keep customers
coming back for more. Our service is
proven to:

In a nutshell
Cut costs in acquisition and retention. Boost returns
on promotion campaigns. And increase each
player’s lifetime value (PLTV), with a combination
of in-depth data, AI-derived algorithms and unique
betting-specific programmatic technology.

That’s exactly the thinking we’ve built into our
Marketing Services from ad:s. It’s built on the
deep, fast, reliable and measurable data we’ve



amassed as the world’s leading betting services

Save you up to 40% in CPAs



Boost click-throughs on recommended



Encourage up to 3x higher stakes on



Boost accumulator bets by over 25%

bets by 2-4x

Make precise predictions after 2-3 days of

provider. And it’s here to help you find and
keep more customers, in the most efficient way
possible.



player activity, compared to >1 month with



Give you 85% accuracy on PLTV and future

standard BI

wagering, compared to the market
average of 55%
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AI-recommended bets

Engage more players and
boost your turnover

Attract and keep customers more efficiently




Reach a bigger audience through an



extensive supplier-side platform (SSP)
network, direct relationships and private

Optimise your spend based on Player
Lifetime Value predictions that only take
2-3 days*

marketplaces (PMP) with premium
Increased player life-time values

Increased acquisition efficiency

publishers, and integration into other



multiplier platforms

Optimisation

Prospecting

Re-targeting

Identifying, targeting
and bidding for the most
suitable prospects

Retention

Targeting those who visit
your platform but don’t
immediately convert

Incentivising your customers
at the right moments



Understand your audience more

30 days, with an accuracy of over 85

deeply with data from more than 100m

percent**

profiles worldwide. Plus identify players
anonymously across multiple bookmakers



for a deep understanding of how they bet

Pinpoint your high value customers,
identifying potential VIPs with only 7 days
of activity. Determine the most suitable


Personalisation

customers are. Predict who’ll churn
and who’ll deposit in the next 7, 14 and

Bonusing

Managing your customers
according to their
predicted value (based on
early behaviour)

Understand how profitable your

Dynamic messages relevant to
individual interests and the content
they’re consuming

Run advanced campaigns with bespoke

bonus type. And predict when customers

programmatic advertising, through our

are likely to go up or down in value

unique and customised demand-side

Personalised betting recommendations and
journeys relevant to your customers known
preferences, behaviour and status



platform (DSP) and sports calendar API



with real-time automatic messages about

Find out your return on investment

their favourite leagues, events and past

fast for each acquisition channel and

winnings, factoring in seasonality

campaign
Enhanced customer journey and experience
*standard BI takes 2-3 weeks
**market average is 50-55 percent
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Personalise punters’ experience
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Programmatic
Acquisition


Grow your customer base.
Cut your CPAs by up to 40%.

Get to know your audience – our ad:s

Success so far

data management platform takes insights
from more than 100m audience profiles
worldwide

Acquire new customers more efficiently and
97
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built, compliant SSP network

50



24
NGA

25

Measure your impact – multi-touch
attribution models pinpoint where
conversions are really coming from. And

ad:s Cost-Per-Acquisition achieved ( as an index v Operator’s target )

a full-set reporting dashboard shows the
impact on your funnel at all levels
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GHA

0

POR

Personalisation tool

18
GER

is served, thanks to our Dynamic Creative
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AUT

25

CAN

relevant message tailored to wherever an ad

MEX

More personalised messages – create a

USA



30

SUI

right audience at the right time, increasing your
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marketing efficiency and cutting your CPA.

75

60

our unique and customised demand-side
platform and sports calendar API
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LVA

Meaning you’ll deliver the right message to the
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ESP

personalised prospecting and re-targeting.

Campaigns that work harder – thanks to
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ROU



and uses data-driven optimisation to deliver
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KEN

It’s built specifically for the betting industry
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SWE

access to key publishers and a purpose-

RUS

platform.

Operator's CPA target indexed at 100

Reach a bigger audience – get direct

POL



sustainably with our Programmatic Acquisition
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AI Player
Retention

Success so far



Increase your players’ lifetime value.
Boost your promotions.

Clicked bets percentage (control vs test)

Get to know your players – our fast and
reliable PLTV and Player Churn predictions

control

mean you can forecast your marketing

5.0

returns more accurately and get more for
your budget

our AI Player Retention module. Our deep learning



engine gives the fastest and most reliable Player
Lifetime Value (PLTV) and Player Churn predictions
in the market with an accuracy of over 85% – all

Segment players by value in real time –
spot potential VIPs and determine the best
bonus for each player

4.5
4.0

clicked percentage

Increase your customer value and stop churn, with

test

Click-through rates for personalised bet recommendations vs. standard view

3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5

based on just 2-3 days of activity.



Our algorithms also let you segment players by

0.0

Make it personal – give players a

value, detect potential future VIPs after only 7

recommending the most relevant pre-match

days, and recommend the best bonus for each

and in-play bets across their favourite

player.

sports, leagues and teams, and factoring in
seasonality

And Real-time Bet Personalisation creates super-



personalised messages to boost click-through
rates by 2-4 times and raise the stakes on AIrecommended bets by up to 300%.

Bet Slip Date

fully personalised real-time journey,
test group

control group

Click-Through in the test group with recommended bets were consistently 2 to 4 times higher than in the control group that had standard content
shown. This indicates a higher player interest in personalised content.

More relevant messages – send
automated relevant messages to players
focused on their favourite teams,
events and past winnings. And push
communications based on people’s interests

Prediction accuracy (3 days player data as input)

and previous bets



Predict churn long before it happens –
predict when players will come back, how

97%

100%

89%
80%

likely they are to make a deposit, and the
probability that they’ll churn in the next 7,

60%

56%

56%

14 and 30 days

Wagering

Player Value

Save costs and be more efficient with
your marketing - contact us today!
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OPERARTOR BI

BETRADAR AI

0%

OPERARTOR BI

20%

BETRADAR AI

40%
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mts.betradar.com/ads

© 2022 Sportradar AG
Betradar is a brand of Sportradar.
www.betradar.com

For further information,
contact us at sales@betradar.com
or via our Customer Support at
support@betradar.com

Follow Sportradar on social media
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